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In the beginning this game was fun to play but after a while I got the feeling that I was not completly rewarded for the hours I
put on this game. The RNG is incredibly horrible\/low when you are grinding to get the materials you need or when you try to
hatch a digimon, I had 10 Keramon Digieggs and around 500 data chips, which is needed to hatch digimon and it varies, in my
case it was 8 data chips were used every time and you need to have minium 3 succesful tries to hatch a digimon.

The controls are easy and I liked them. It is easy to move, attack and use items. This area I had no problem with and would like
to other MMORPG use something like this. The HUD interface was alright I guess, but it looked a little outdated.

If you are one of those that just play games with good graphics then this game is definetly not for you. The graphics look like a
game from PS2, it is very childish and not detailed.

Now about the quests, there are three types of quests, there is "Main Quests", "Side Quests" and "Daily Quests". After a few
hours of gameplay I got lost and did not know which kind of quest I was doing. Sure they got a litlle box that tells which quest
you can do, but it lacked information. If you decide to play, be prepared to the lack of information that will be in the quest
description, I personally did not understand sometimes and had to "google" it.

Due to the bad RNG in the game, at some point you might consider to buy a digimon that can be hatched with its worst or best
stats. This pretty much ruined for me because I might not play as much as I did before.

Short summary; childish graphics, bad RNG, good controls, variation of quest which is good so that you do not grind all the time
and bad system on obtaining new digimon.. This game is utterly pointless. This is the worst farming type sim I've ever played..
nothing like Stardew, Harvest Moon, etc. You can't talk to anyone. There are simple, repetitive quests that you seemingly
receive nothing for completing. You can expand the farm to a huge amount of space, but farming with the original animals and
3x3 plot of land you'll have more than enough to fill up the shop to capacity. Only a few people seem to buy items per day, and
seemingly only while you stand next to the shop. Leveling up seems to have no advantages. Buying any upgrades feels like it
involves endless grinding to come up with the cash, with barely any rewards. Buying better swords doesn't seem to have much or
any benefit, and there's not much of a point to fighting anyway. In addition to grinding, the game is a constant search for food
(apples) in order to not die, by cutting wood that otherwise serves no purpose. I guess there is one person you can date, but I
don't know why I would continue to that point unless I was very bored. In conclusion, I guess I was left feeling frustrated, and
thinking, "Is this it? This can't possibly be all there is?". It is nice that this is still supported. Not like people are lining up to play
this, but for those that do they have something to look forward to.. This is such a waste of time.
16-bit style RPG full of colorful characters...my toaster has more charcacter than this game.
3rd episode so you now know most of the locations. They are still underpopulated. Next to nothing to do.
. The whole point of this game is to play multiplayer, and the multiplayer just doesn't work. Both me and a friend tried playing
together and it was just impossible. The design looks great, but this game is just a $11 menu screen. Probably the last early
access VR game I buy thanks to this monstrosity.. Silly people writes silly reviews.
This game is colorful, has nice art and concept, weird physics and good casual playability.
Get it if you want to play casually in short bursts. This one is perfect for that!.

I loved (and bought just for) the fact that it works perfectly on GNU\/Linux
Fedora 28, i7 7700K, 16GB RAM, Nitro+ RX 580. This is not a functioning game. Prison Tycoon is probably the best prison
simulator you can buy.. Absolutly terrible. Spent a couple minutes then deleted it as the controls were terrible and the ingame
clock moves way too slowly.(this game come bundled with a lot of old and generally crappy games. Unbelievable cash grab.)
Don't buy this garbage. I give it a 1.5\/10.. People seem to be confusing"Collectors addition" with "Game Of The Year" edition.
Please not that this gives you exclusives as a collector. NOT DLC MAPS.
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Great slice of life visual novel with stuning visuals.

As you could expect from minori (developer of this VN) visuals are absolutly great, there is no comparison to anything else
really. Characters turns theyr heads, eyes are blinking, lips are in sync with voice over and that all in amazing quality. There is
incredible amount of CGs for 15 hours game and even when its just sprite and background, its so well done, its hard to tell them
apart from actual CGs.

Story has good pacing, characters are well written. While main heroine of th\u00eds chapter, Amano Hotaru, really isnt my
favorite of the cast, its still very enjoyable reading (means you will have fun even if you hate tsunderes).

I can only recommend this title! Buy it already!. I can't even write a decent review for this game. The art is just awful, the
controls are horrible, and the gameplay itself is just annoying and boring. The story is the only thing mildly positive about this
but even that is ruined by the glitches (constant loops of speech until you go to a new scene) and typos.

Don't waste your money. I'm getting a refund.

Though, pixel boobs.. Scanning through the racing games. Finds a top down racing game and its a must buy at \u00a33.99.
Bloody glad I did! I love this game! Great fun, pick up n play. Needs some instructions so you have a clue what your doing.
Would be nice to have a championship against the other trucks. Would also be nice to have an option to turn off nitros. Just
manic and bloody good fun! Good on you for putting the option to have 16 truck races. Its 2017 our computers can cope! Do
you recommend this game? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes. I love this game, I was totally the only healer in any raid team using healbot to heal the whole freakin thing. This game
is a fun reminder of the instancing days of glory for me, without all the drama of my guild members!. Great game!
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